Horcher has been developing and manufacturing patient lifting and bathing systems for more than 15 years. During this time, this family owned company has developed into one of the most respected and innovative companies in its field - worldwide. The constant endeavor to produce safe and technically mature aids for persons with physical limitations and the elderly has made Horcher one of the leading manufacturers. Horcher quality offers safety and confidence in today's state-of-the-art technology. At Horcher, someone is always available to answer your questions. Just give us a call!

**Digital scale, suitable for all models.**
Makes it easy to determine the exact weight!

**HORCHER -**
A company with tradition

The Intelligent Battery System from Horcher ...

- Detects independently when energy output is required and switches to stand-by mode;
- Switches to sleep mode after three minutes of inactivity;
  - a) Uses an intermittent tone to remind the user to recharge;
  - b) If this charging signal is ignored, the system sounds a constant tone to remind the user to recharge;
  - c) Switches the battery off automatically before it can be damaged by total discharge

We reserve the right to make technical changes. All information is non-binding and, in particular, does not represent any warranted quality.
DIANA Compact

**Universal and ideal support for daily patient transfer**

The DIANA lift series has for years been a guarantee for qualified care and satisfied patients in nursing homes and home care. For persons with limited mobility, it provides ergonomically correct lifting from any position. The DIANA lift series fulfills nearly all conceivable requirements:

- Spreadable base in two spreading positions to receive the patient from the wheelchair;
- Smooth, continuous adjustment of the lift mast;
- Electric lift motor;
- IBS – Intelligent Battery System;
- Effortless, smooth, safe transport thanks to smooth-running casters;
- Lockable casters;
- Versatile sling program for the widest variety of applications;
- Lifting capacity 440 pounds

DIANA Comfort

**The lift with the swivel lift mast**

The DIANA Comfort has all the features of the DIANA lift series. However, as a comfort lift, it also has a swivel lift mast. The DIANA lift series is particularly well suited for transport to the bath, to the toilet, or wherever the patient would like to go.

DIANA Comfort SL

**The spreader bar for demanding lifting**

The DIANA Comfort SL lift series has the same features as the DIANA Comfort model, but this lift is also equipped with a dolphin patient positioner. This offers the advantage of providing more ways to lift the person more carefully. This bar is well suited for persons with sensitive bodies.

DIANA Mini

**The right aid for traveling**

The DIANA Mini lift series is the ideal lift for travel. Easy to disassemble, easy to transport; transport weight: 70.5 pounds.